My teacher’s going crazy
I have no idea why
I think as I see
a pencil zooming by
She’s got 11 ‘no name’ papers
and 20 in her class
Wally lied and Sammy made
his own homework pass
Jimmy broke the computer
And Jessie cut her hair
Billy screams out repeatedly
and Maggie just won’t share
Tonya tied her shoes together
Alex stepped in pie
Nancy couldn’t hold it
And Annie told a lie
My teacher’s going crazy
And I have no idea why
My Teacher’s Going Crazy

1. **Why** is the teacher going crazy?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. **How** does this poem relate to *your life*?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. If this was your teacher, what could you do to help her out?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Draw a picture of the way a teacher looks when she is going crazy.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________